
This document shows all suspicious scenes of the recorded games, which form the 
evidence. 
 
At the beginning of every moment, there are two time periods written down. The first one 
addresses the time stamp in the youtube video (yt). The second one refers to the jj2 game 
time. 
 
You might want to watch most of the scenes in slow motion on youtube, to see all the details 
of the scene descriptions. 
 

A7med 

battle duel triton vs kris 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G76Fx7IWg2w&feature=youtu.be 
 
19:40yt) 4:07-3:46: 
a7med sees kris running above him to the right (4:07), last time. without being able to know 
where kris is, a7med shoots only TWO bullets (+1 rf jump) from 4:01-3:48 until he makes a 
sudden turn at 3:49, unloading a precise bouncer spam on off-screen kris. he even jumps 
away from the right wall, the exact moment kris starts appearing on his screen. 

battle duel triton vs kev 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sye37qYHrE&feature=youtu.be 
 
2:05yt) 43:05: avoids jumping down into off-screen rf. 
 
2:20yt) 42:49: Starts dodging before kev appears on-screen. 
 
3:00yt) 42:11-42:06: 
kev is seen last going down - a7med makes a turn at 42:10 and precisely closes in on kev at 
toaster. notice that his shooting frequency increases as soon as he closes in on kev. 
 
3:10yt) 41:54: would have been logical to search for kev at the left carrots bcs the right one 
was just taken (41:59), but he's coming for the right carrot again. + he didn't see kev taking 
the left carrot last time at 42:09. 
 
4:55yt) 40:12: 
Turns the moment he realises Kev got away, from his RF spam. notice that his rf didn't even 
reach the left corner of the map - he would have had to keep going left a little longer to make 
sure he covered all the space there. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G76Fx7IWg2w&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sye37qYHrE&feature=youtu.be


5:20yt) 39:52-39:39: 
knowing that kev is hiding at the bottom, nearly all of a7med’s shots go to the left. 
39:48-39:39: without being able to know kev’s location a7med only camps in that area above 
kev, but starts moving across the map again, the moment kev leaves the hole.  
 
5:55yt) 39:13-39:04: 
laming around in bottom right area, while kev is top left (not being an easy target). 39:06: 
charges left the moment Kev drops down to C (becoming an easy target), spamming rf. 
Notice a7med turns away the moment Kev escapes up being off-screen the whole time. 
a7med doesn’t even care to check if kev is at the left carrot, at all. 
 
9:00yt) 36:08-35:56: 

1) 36:02: insane reaction speed dodging bnc in less than one second after they appear 
on screen 

2) 35:57: perfectly timed  rf shots to the right wall while hes going down and kev is going 
up, off-screen. Notice a7med wasn’t spamming the right wall during the entire fall, but 
started spamming it, when kev got in range off-screen. It might be suspicious to 
anticipate kev going for the right carrot again, because kev could see a7med was still 
in that area, making it risky to go there, while the other 2 carrots were free for kev. 
Therefore kev going left would have been more logical to anticipate. 
 

9:30yt) 35:41: 
without being able to know where kev is, he is about to fall down to where kev hides but then 
stays up using rf climb, AFTER kev takes the tube to the shield, still off-screen. 
 
10:20yt) 34:50-34:05: 

1) 34:50: a7med sees kev going left and players go off-screen. a7med shoots only a 
small amount of ammo from 34:50-34:42, but then makes a turn and starts 
SPAMMING bnc on off-screen kev. 

34:35 players go off-screen. a7med sees kev going right and he goes to left c till 34:32. from 
this moment on he can’t consider himself to be safe any longer since kev could have turned 
and chased him left cuz he was 1-2h. the fishy thing in this scene is the amount and timing 
of ammo he shoots from here on: 

2) 34:32-34:20: without being able to know where kev is, a7med shoots nothing but 4 
seeker bullets while crossing the entire map horizontally, TWICE, but suddenly starts 
spamming rf at off-screen kev. before the rf spam on off-screen kev, the last time 
a7med saw kev was 15 seconds ago. 

3) then he goes down and from 34:13 on he’s back to shooting minimal ammo but 
starts spamming rf at 34:07 knowing kev returned to the same spot even though he 
saw him 11 seconds ago, last time. 

 
 
15:10yt) a7med sees kev last time at UPPER CARROT (29:52) and doesn’t see him go right 
anymore, but makes a sudden turn + rf spam on off-screen kev at 29:49. 
 
 



20:35yt) 24:50-24:45: 
only shooting minimal ammo while crossing the middle level from left to right, not shooting rf 
at first but then unloading many rf when he is reaching the end of the middle level open 
space area just when kev gets in range off-screen. he did not see kev going to the right at 
the top. every normal player would have shot at least a few rf at the beginning of crossing 
the open horizontal middle area when there’s actually space for the rf to cover, and not just 
at the end. 
 
22:25yt) 23:02-22:54: 
22:57: a7med collects seeker + bnc and starts shooting bnc as he’s falling down. This is a 
plausible action, covering the left space with bullets. But when kev approaches from below 
OFF-SCREEN, a7med switches to seek and shoots every seeker bullet he has (he had NOT 
ran out of bnc yet!). First of all shooting seeks there like this is far from optimal, as those 
bullets have a short distance. And second of all 1-2 seeks floating in the air would have been 
enough there to defend himself against kev coming from below, shooting them 
precautionary, as a7med could not have known Kev’s location, because a7med died 5 
seconds ago (23:02). Instead he spams every seeker ammo he has, knowing kev is jumping 
up, making sure to hit him.  
 
25:25yt) 20:03-19:59: 
not shooting, then suddenly starts spamming rf when kev gets in range. 
 
 
 
 
The duel took about 30 minutes. A7med SPAMMED RF on kev, when kev was 
OFF-SCREEN AND CLOSE/IN RANGE, TWENTY SEVEN times! 
 Whereas a7med spammed RF only twenty four times, when kev was off-screen and far/out 
of range. 
Keep in mind there is no arrow pointing to the location of the enemy, in a BATTLE duel.  
 
list of rf spams where kev is OFF-SCREEN and CLOSE/IN RANGE: 
 

1) 4:55yt) 40:12 
2) 5:05yt) 40:04 
3) 5:55yt) 39:06 
4) 7:05yt) 38:06 
5) 9:40yt) 35:30 
6) 10:05yt) 35:01 
7) 10:50yt) 34:20 
8) 11:05yt) 34:08 
9) 11:10yt) 34:03 

(11:50yt) 33:20: wont be counted, because 3 shots don’t qualify as “rf spam”)  
10) 12:10yt) 33:00 
11) 12:40yt) 32:25 



12) 13:50yt) 31:20 (doesn’t start shooting while kev is still off-screen but the exact 
moment he appears) 

13) 14:40yt) 30:25 
14) 15:20yt) 29:49 
15) 15:45yt) 29:22 

(16:35yt) 28:34: wont be counted, because 2 shots don’t qualify as “rf spam”) 
16) 16:50yt) 28:19 
17) 18:20yt) 26:47 
18) 18:30yt) 26:38 
19) 20:40yt) 24:46 
20) 21:20yt) 24:05 
21) 24:10yt) 21:17 
22) 25:25yt) 20:00 
23) 26:45yt) 18:40 
24) 28:50yt) 17:55 
25) 29:10yt) 17:31 
26) 29:25yt) 17:20  
27) 30:10yt) ending. 

 
list of rf spams where kev is OFF-SCREEN and FAR/ OUT OF RANGE: 
 

1) 5:55yt) 39:16 
2) 7:00yt) 38:12 
3) 7:50yt) 37:16 
4) 8:30yt) 36:43 
5) 8:40yt) 36:32 
6) 11:25yt) 33:44 
7) 13:25yt) 31:44 
8) 15:30yt) 29:41 
9) 16:45yt) 28:27 
10) 17:25yt) 27:48 
11) 17:25yt) 27:46 
12) 17:40yt) 27:32 
13) 17:50yt) 27:18 
14) 17:50yt) 27:16 
15) 18:19yt) 26:54 
16) 18:20yt) 26:50 
17) 18:45yt) 26:25 
18) 20:35yt) 24:53 
19) 21:15yt) 24:10 
20) 23:00yt) 22:26 
21) 24:20yt) 21:07 
22) 25:05yt) 20:22 
23) 25:20yt) 20:07 
24) 28:30yt) 18:15 

 



At some moments it is not clear, whether kev is truly close/in range OR far/out of range, 
when a7med spams the rf on off-screen kev. In other scenes a7med could have anticipated 
kev’s location in a plausible way (e.g. due to seeing his bullets before). To be transparent, 
here is the list of unclear scenes: 
 

1) 3:15yt) 41:51 
2) 4:40yt) 40:25: even though a7med can see kev’s rf exploding at 40:26 he could not 

have known kev was still at rf for sure - he spams twenty one rf. 
3) 8:35yt) 36:37: but a7med saw kev’s rf exploding at the top 36:38, so anticipation was 

plausible. He shot only 4 rf so calling it “spam” might be questionable. 
4) 9:50yt) 35:23: He saw kev before → anticipation was plausible. again only 4 rf - 

calling it “spam” might be questionable“ 
5) 12:35yt) 32:34: kev was in the same horizontal level but myb too far.  
6) 13:15yt) 31:57: a7med saw kev going left at 31:58. anticipation was plausible. 
7) 18:10yt) 27:00 
8) 18:50yt) 26:22: a7med saw kev 5 seconds earlier in that area. anticipation might be 

plausible. 
9) 22:00yt) 23:30 
10) 23:00yt) 22:23 

CW GpW-t3 2020-04-11 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAbPVZWZxDo&feature=youtu.be 

The resolution of the two lower screens is messed up. A bit of the horizontal bottom 
part of these two screens is missing. It is written in the description, whenever that 
missing part could affect the evidence of that scene! 

Disto Round 1  
(2:57 youtube) 7:00-6:30: 

1. 6:57:  dodges off-screen BR by falling down immediately after taking copter upwards. 
then goes left + up to his usual camp spot, having intended to go there by copter, but 
saw BR coming off-screen. 

2. 6:41 Looks like a7med avoids off-screen kev coming up from bottom left, by running 
a circle (kev’s bnc seen 6:37). This moment might not qualify as evidence, 
because of the missing screen part at the bottom of a7med’s screen in the 
video. Kev could have been seen there, possibly. 

3. 6:39 doesn’t react to friendly seeker but DODGES OFF-SCREEN bnc (6:37) of kev, 
whom he escaped from at the top.  

(7:30 youtube) 2:25-02:08: 

1. 2:22-2:18 staying only at left edge but (2:17) jumps farther right to dodge off-screen 
Kev coming up, then (2:16) rushing left with full risk, knowing he hit Kev. This 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAbPVZWZxDo&feature=youtu.be


moment might not qualify as evidence, because of the missing screen part at 
the bottom of a7med’s screen in the video. Kev could have been seen there, 
possibly. 

2. going S but 2:12 dodging off-screen SJ 

Disto Round 2  
(18:00 youtube) 3:35-3:26: 
3:33-3:31 staying in that area, waiting for BR. 1sec later spamming MANY rf left when BR 
comes down (off-screen). (enemy arrow pointing opposite direction)  

(19:03 youtube) 2:34-2:27: 
2:29: dodging seekers the EXACT MOMENT they appear on-screen. It’s unrealistic that he 
didnt want to hit the spring (and stomped to stay off it), bcs he flew far enough to hit the right 
wall when going up there. furthermore SJ just rushed in at that moment, as there’s still rf 
ammo on the ground at 2:30 but it’s collected by SJ 2:29. Therefore taking the spring was 
still safe a second earlier, bcs sj could have gone down to fireball. seems he didnt expect SJ 
to go that way. 

Astro Round 1 
(29:00 youtube) 4:10-4:00: 
4:02 freezes and suddenly starts shooting both ways instead of right only, as he realized 
he’s trapped by both off-screen hunters. intentional suicide is unlikely, as BR shot the base 
and almost made it to base before the kill. 

NT egy-RO 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHE4x6xhbwc&feature=youtu.be 

JE 
(14:10 youtube) 2:57: reacting to lahm, who was still off-screen.  

CW GpW-cx 2020-05-02 season finale 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkDinbPfwiI&feature=youtu.be 

Daybreak Round 1 
(0:50yt) 9:10-8:08: avoiding nearly every dangerous enemy encounter on his screen for 1 

minute. then he’s just getting hit because he tries to s hard: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHE4x6xhbwc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkDinbPfwiI&feature=youtu.be


1) 8:48: leaving his camp spot after abt 20 seconds, when kris is approaching 
off-screen.  

2) 8:41: encountering rag but already performing double jump back behind the wall 
when rag is still off-screen. Even though arrow and voicecomm warning by lazar 
(8:42) were possible, the timing of the backwards jump is perfect. 

3) 8:31: going back down, staying opposite to rag and warren who just came up on the 
right side. 

(7:55 youtube) 6:10-5:55: 
He goes R and only runs at the ground shooting left/up/right 4 seconds (6:04-6:00). A7med 
then reacts to off-screen Warren entering the base, by jumping and hitting him. The flag 
arrow could only tell the direction, but not whether warren was in the middle or top area. 
Notice that a7med repeats this pattern of running left/right in base + shooting left/up/right 
while being R, but he never jumps when there is NO enemy approaching: 

- 0:45yt) 9:12-9:09 
- 3:35yt) 7:21-7:02. After the stop he starts spamming and jumping, but he might have 

interrupted his pattern due to the stop or the fact that warren is coming S (warning by 
lazar in voicecomm was possible, too) 

- (9:30 youtube) 4:40-4:25: he doesnt even change his behaviour  while rag is still left 
above base - he could possibly come back down any time but a7med knows rag is 
going up. 

- (12:17youtube) 1:53-1:39 

→ This indicates that a7med only changes this pattern when he knows an enemy is 
approaching, as seen at 6:00. 

 

(10:45 youtube) 3:23-3:13: 

- 3:18: making sudden turn to avoid kris, who started approaching him off-screen 
- 3:17: hesitating to go down, because rag is coming up, off-screen 
- 3:16: jumping above off-screen rag to escape 

Daybreak Round 2 
(19:45 youtube) 6:14-6:00: 
avoiding both off-screen hunters: starts camping at 6:10 and escapes warren at 6:05. notice 
he can’t just go down because rag is there. 

Astro Round 1 
40:40yt) 3:10-2:53 
camps at one spot but dodges off-screen rag at 2:58. a warning by voicecomm from pavlus 
in 1 second is too unrealistic. 



Stronghold Round 2 
1:50:40yt) 3:19: escapes off-screen warren. 

NT NL-EGY 2020-03-29 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1z14wYFD4w 

JE Round 
6:15yt) jj2 game time: 7:35-7:08: 
A7med reports “e1” in teamchat after hitting Faw, from off-screen. The off-screen hit 
was made with LOW rf but a7med knows Faw is 1, anyway. This indicates that a7med 
also saw Faw’s previous hit by kyro, who did NOT report hitting Faw.  
Here’s the complete egyptian team chatlog from 7:31-7:08: (full chatlog can be provided.) 
 
[21:25:46] A7med.egy lost the Red Flag (seen 7:31) 
[21:25:47] *** kyr0.egy grabbed some popcorn 
[21:25:47] [A7med.egy]: c 
[21:25:47] [kyr0.egy]: 3 
[21:25:52] [Warren.egy]: rt (seen 7:25) 
[21:25:57] [Warren.egy]: 1 
[21:25:58] [A7med.egy]: Fst 
(7:19: kyro hits Faw, but doesn’t see it clearly. Kyro does NOT report hitting enemy in 
teamchat.) 
[21:26:02] [kyr0.egy]: 2 (hit seen 7:15) 
[21:26:03] [NL]Faw blew you to dust (hit seen 7:14) 
[21:26:04] [Warren.egy]: eatc 
7:12: Faw gets hit by a7med from off-screen. 
[21:26:06] [A7med.egy]: e1 (a7med reports Faw’s health correctly, 1 second later.) 
Notice that A7med not only knows he hit Faw off-screen, he also knows Faw is ONE - 
even though he hit him with LOW RF! This indicates that A7med saw Faw’s first hit by 
kyro (7:19), too. 
[21:26:06] *** [NL]Hyp sent kyr0.egy flying by a mighty punch! 
[21:26:06] kyr0.egy lost the Red Flag 
[21:26:08] [Warren.egy]: 3 
[21:26:09] kyr0.egy: WAATXD (seen 7:08) 

 
 
7:30yt) jj2 game time: 6:00-5:45: 
A7med reports “e2” in teamchat, without being able to know Hyp’s health. 
Here’s the complete egyptian team chatlog from 5:56-5:46: (full chatlog can be provided.) 
 
[21:27:21] *** [NL]Hyp grabbed some popcorn (seen 5:55) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1z14wYFD4w


[21:27:21] [Warren.egy]: h 
[21:27:21] [A7med.egy]: 3 
[21:27:22] [A7med.egy]: 1 (hit seen 5:54) 
[21:27:25] [Warren.egy]: r3 
[21:27:25] [kyr0.egy]: NC 
[21:27:28] *** [NL]Hyp sent A7med.egy flying by a mighty punch! (seen 5:48) 
[21:27:28] A7med.egy lost the Red Flag 
hyp disappears from a7med’s screen at 5:50. He was already out of range for a7med’s rf, 
making it unrealistic for a7med to assume he still hit him. Hyp only got “hit” (lagbounced), 
because he jumped back into RF range, but off-screen to a7med. 
[21:27:29] [kyr0.egy]: ST 
[21:27:29] *** Warren.egy grabbed some popcorn 
[21:27:29] [Warren.egy]: 3 
[21:27:31] [A7med.egy]: e2 (5:45: reporting hyp’s correct health. Notice a7med fired RED rf but 
still gets “e2” correctly.) 
 

Pavlus 

t3-gpw 2020-03-29 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-pDG8q5Bdo&feature=emb_title 
 
35:55yt) 9:00-8:35 

1) 8:56: reacting to sj in less than one second after he appears on screen 
2) 8:55-8:53: approaching a dangerous area of the map but stops firing completely at 

8:54, then makes 2 precise shots on off-screen BR. 
3) 8:51-8:47: shooting only 3 bullets while crossing the upper area (8:51-8:48), but 

starts spamming blaster again at 8:48, the moment kev takes the spring 
OFF-SCREEN. 

4) 8:35: dodging sj’s off-screen bouncer. 

CX-gpw 2020-04-06 
full pavle cam:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVFN8fSxPMU 

full flagger cam: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcflll_qmDI 

dos round 3 
 
4:59yt pavlecam) 5:00-4:40: 
no shots from 4:58-4:43, then starting to shoot (not left/right but) UPWARDS on off-screen 
kris. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-pDG8q5Bdo&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVFN8fSxPMU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcflll_qmDI


42:26yt flagger cam) 7:15-7:00: 
perfect dodge at 7:03. notice that making such a jump there is not a common move. warning 
by voicecomm is also unlikely: 

- 7:05 lazar died in red base 
- a7med is seen going above rf (7:11) and then at bnc (7:06), which means he crossed 

the top area immediately. warren is seen going to blue base (7:09), making it almost 
impossible that a7med saw warren going up in the middle, approaching pavlus. even 
if he did, it wouldn’t explain such jump timing. 

dos round 4 
54:15yt flagger video) 6:40: 
precise rf shots on kris. voicecomm warning was impossible: a7med seen in blue base (6:44) 
and lazar moves away from kris at 6:40 before kris comes down. 
 
58:55yt flagger video) 1:53: 
shots on off-screen hunter + dodging his rf. notice that pav usually saves a lot of ammo but 
spams 4 seeker bullets in narrow space here. voicecomm warning impossible: a7med seen 
in blue base (2:00), lazar arriving in blue base (1:57), too. 

CW GpW-t3 2020-04-11 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAbPVZWZxDo&feature=youtu.be 

Disto Round 1 
(3:17 youtube) 6:36: 
already falling DOWN but immediately reacts to sj going UP to seek, by using double jump to 
stay UP in order to hit sj. 

Disto Round 2 
(16:25youtube) 5:16-4:53 

- shoots kev through the tube the exact moment he gets in range, twice (flag arrow does not 
tell the DISTANCE to enemy): 

1. 5:06 
2. 4:58 

- 5:02: stops spamming the tube to turn to fight BR the exact moment she appears (no 
reaction to friendly fire by a7med before) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAbPVZWZxDo&feature=youtu.be


Astro 2 
(40:10 youtube upper screens) 3:08-3:02: 
3:08 Pav starts camping rf, ready for the sidekick and doesn’t shoot. SJ is seen going to the 
upper area at 3:02 and pav starts shooting blaster on off-screen sj ONE second later. This 
excludes the possibility of a7med communicating that sj is going upper area, in voicechat, 
warning pavlus. 

NT Serbia-Nordics 2020-04-13 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYWkU1IC_Ow&feature=youtu.be 

JE 
(1:40 youtube) 8:56-8:49: 
moves from left to right depending on sj, then (8:51) stops moving and starts firing to the 
right corner while sj is still off-screen, knowing sj will come down RIGHT THERE. arrow 
appears for 1second, every 4seconds, making it impossible for pav to know when sj moves 
left to right above base AND when sj comes down. only one change of location could have 
been seen by the arrow. furthermore he couldn’t know that sj comes down INSIDE the tree, 
yet he doesn’t fill the space with bullets to hit sj who could possibly come down OUTSIDE 
the tree. 
 
(7:38youtube) 2:57-2:53: 
pav and sj have a close race for the red base but pav does not shoot anything when he 
approaches base after falling down (2:56), eventho sj is close. instead he starts shooting 
again perfectly timed when sj arrives. the scenario could have caused a score by sj, 
considering that pav went up to c AFTER jelly got hit (3:00) and sj was already racing for the 
base at the bottom. therefore in this dangerous situation every normal player would have 
shot the red base with long distance ammo at 2:56 to make sure sj can’t go s safely. 

AM 
(13:20 youtube) 9:40-9:27: 
Pav takes bnc (9:34). Although he’d have to assume that enemy is in base (gustaf was seen 
last by lazar at 9:37), because gustaf is closer to base (and would have been s if he hadn’t 
failed rf climb 9:35) than both lazar+pavlus, pavlus still  doesn’t waste any powered bnc, as 
he enters base (9:32), eventho bnc would be way stronger than (low) toaster here. (Notice 
that pav takes the bncPU with blaster (9:34), instead of toaster, excluding the possibility of 
using toaster while entering base due to auto weapon change being disabled.)  
So pav used toaster dropping to base, while enemy was UNDER base OFF-SCREEN, but 
suddenly makes precise bnc shots to the hole right to base, as enemy climbs up (9:30). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYWkU1IC_Ow&feature=youtu.be


(16:45 youtube) 6:13-6:05: 
6:09: not moving at all but suddenly reacting to BR’s rf before they appear onscreen, as they 
could have hit him through the floor, possibly. 
 
17:50yt) 5:15-4:50 

1) doesn’t shoot from 5:13-5:10, then shooting two seeks to the right, which seems to 
be an off-screen reaction to an opponent, as his RF can be seen 5:06, when pav 
goes down. 

2) doesn’t take any (precautious) shots from 5:04 on (except for 2 precise shots to take 
PUs and useless toaster fire against the wall at 4:57) but suddenly shoots 2 precise 
bnc at sj at 4:54, before sj appears onscreen. 

 
(24:00 youtube) 1:07-0:35 (UPPER SCREENS): 

- important circumstances prior to the suspicious moment: 
- 1:03 sj is made 1h 
- 0:51 pav captures with 1h 
- 0:50 laz arrives in red base to be R3 in case pav dies 
- 0:45 sj takes c without any serbian player seeing it 
- 0:43 jelly arrives in red base with bncPU and is about to hit sj who is 

approaching red base from the left 
0:43: 
instead of going s1 (lazar r3; jelly having bncPU being abt to hit sj who is close; 
nobody saw sj taking C) pav falls past the base but instead of checking for the carrot 
he simply approaches base from the right again. this indicates that pav 1) knew sj 
took the C at 0:45, making it useless to go s1 rn and 2) knew BR was in base area 
(as seen at 0:38) and could have killed him if he landed on base at 0:43 . 

srb-egy training game 

ancient museum 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afuHY1NqZhs 
 
(2:00 youtube video) 8:00-7:51: 
camps RF without shooting/moving for 9 seconds before opening prefire on warren who is 
still off-screen. warren was off-screen to jelly and lazar, too, when he went down to pav → 
voicecomm warning impossible. 

CW GpW-cx 2020-05-02 season finale 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkDinbPfwiI&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afuHY1NqZhs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkDinbPfwiI&feature=youtu.be


Daybreak Round 1 
 
12:55yt) 1:12: escaping gun9 by off-screen warren the exact same moment he fires them.  

Daybreak Round 2 
(17:30yt) 8:25: starts camping toaster his usual way (without shooting/moving) but 8:21 
reacts to off-screen kris, hitting him, only to go back to camp toaster again. so he didnt 
intend to go right to red base at 8:21 anyway, as lazar was still 3h at that time. 

Astro round 2 
57:07yt) 3:18-:2:55 

1) 3:18-3:16: not shooting, but the moment warren appears he starts SPAMMING while 
he turns around. but myb no evidence 

2) 3:09-3:06: camping in that one spot. warren approaches off-screen at 3:05 and pav 
escapes to the left (not shooting anymore) → then warren doesnt go down there but 
back up at 3:02 and pav returns to his original camping spot till 2:58 cuz thats when 
he escapes left once more the exact moment rag comes down. in 0,25x youtube 
video speed u’ll see he starts escaping before rag appears. + that reaction time 
would still be superhuman 

 
58:50yt) 1:34-1:20: only shooting when an enemy gets close (+off-screen) 

1) 1:32 
2) 1:30 
3) 1:28 
4) 1:22 
5) 1:21 

stronghold 1 
1:25:55youtube) 9:30: falling down to carrot area, shooting nothing but few precise bnc only 
to the spot where krzy is approaching off-screen. 
 
1:25:55yt) 9:28-9:20: Pav starts chasing warren (9:26) and starts SPAMMING rf (9:25), 
knowing he's close, even though no gpw player sees warren there. Pav stops spamming the 
exact moment warren escaped up (2:24), even though nobody saw him escaping. "omg wrn" 
(2:21) shows that Pav knows he barely missed warren, without seeing it. warren was 
off-screen to all 3 gpw players till 2:22. 

stronghold 2 
1:44:30yt) 8:23 escaping off-screen ahmo 



NT Serbia-Brexit 2020-04-5 
full pavlecam: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N64aAimJGPM&t=549s 
full UK-SRB stream (UK-flagger cam): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1ZSrmzjapc&feature=youtu.be 

Daybreak 
9:10yt pavle cam + 10:40yt flagger cam ) 7:05-6:33: 
- shooting off-screen enemy precisely, two times in a row: 

1) 6:54: stops firing immediately after hit. arrow couldn’t tell whether enemy is at the top 
or middle level.  

2) 6:51 starts shooting on enemy as he drops to base, still off-screen. 
- The two well timed off-screen shots (+ few shots immediately afterwards, when enemy is in 
base 6:49) are the only times he shoots at all, during 26 seconds (7:00-6:34) 
 
 
(14:50youtube flagger cam) (13:35youtube pavle cam) jj2 game timer: 2:45-1:45 
Pav reports “e1” in teamchat, 3 seconds after PJ captured the flag, even though PJ 
was made 1h almost FOURTY seconds ago by hordy who didn’t report the hit. PJ’s hit 
was OFF-SCREEN to pav. 
Here are the relevant parts of the serbian team chatlog from 2:36-1:45: (Full chatlog can be 
provided.) 

hordy goes s and makes PJ 1 (seen 2:36) but doesn’t communicate hitting both hunters:: 
[19:13:54] [[SRB]hordy]: s (hor arrived in base 2:35) 
[19:13:54] [[SRB]hordy]: 1 (hit can be seen 2:35) 
[19:13:59] [Jelly[SRB]Jam]: r2 
[19:14:00] [[SRB]pav]: DD 
[19:14:03] [[SRB]pav]: E1 (hit seen 2:26) 
[19:14:04] you roasted [BRXT]B (seen 2:25) 
Both carrots are taken at 2:31 (+2) and 2:24 (+1) (flagger camera). This excludes the 
possibility of PJ taking a carrot and being hit by pav off-camera, so pav could have known 
PJ’s health. If PJ got any more hit by pav during this time there would have been a kill 
message, but PJ survives being 1 the whole time till he captures the flag next, in fact pj 
stayed off-screen to pavlus, as can be seen in the pavlecam video 
[19:14:33] *** [BRXT]PJ captured the flag (1:56) – PJ leaves red base and stays off-screen 
to pavle who is flagger. then pavle reports PJ’s health correctly, without being able to know 
it: 
[19:14:36] [[SRB]pav]: WE1 (1:53) 
[19:14:37] [[SRB]pav]: E1 
[19:14:38] [[SRB]hordy]: s 
[19:14:39] [Jelly[SRB]Jam]: s 
[19:14:43] [SRB]pav: EA (seen 1:45) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N64aAimJGPM&t=549s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1ZSrmzjapc&feature=youtu.be


Epitome 
flagger cam 30:15yt) 2:53: escapes off-screen PJ. if pav just wanted to avoid getting hit by 
Bee’s gun9 being shot upwards he could have stayed at the left corner at the top, but he 
leaves that area completely, dodging PJ. 
 
 
 
(25:00youtube flagger cam) (23:30youtube pavlecam) jj2 game time: 8:20-7:54 
Pav reports „e2“ (PJ) in teamchat correctly, even though he had not hit PJ on-screen 
since PJ respawned last time and neither jelly nor hordy communicated hitting a 
hunter during this time. 
Here’s the complete serbian team chatlog from 8:13-7:54: (full chatlog can be provided) 

[19:23:57] *** [SRB]pav roasted [BRXT]PJ (8:13 - this is the last time PJ dies before pav’s 
“e2”) 
[19:23:58] [BRXT]PJ lost the Red Flag 
[19:24:00] *** [BRXT]B captured the flag 
[19:24:00] *** [BRXT]B roasted Jelly[SRB]Jam 
[19:24:00] Jelly[SRB]Jam lost the Blue Flag 
[19:24:01] *** [SRB]pav captured the flag 
[19:24:01] [[SRB]pav]: 2 
[19:24:03] [[SRB]pav]: e1 
[19:24:03] [[SRB]hordy]: bt 
[19:24:07] [[SRB]hordy]: s 
notice that 8:02 is the first moment PJ appears on Pav’s screen again after PJ’s last death, 
falling down from bnc. Pav does not hit PJ anymore till he says “e2”. 
[19:24:10] [[SRB]pav]: 1 (seen at 8:01) 
[19:24:12] you roasted [BRXT]B 
[19:24:12] [BRXT]B lost the Red Flag 
[19:24:12] [SRB]pav made the score 
[19:24:12] *** Red Team scored a point 
[19:24:12] *** [BRXT]PJ captured the flag (seen 7:59) 
[19:24:13] [Jelly[SRB]Jam]: 3 
[19:24:14] *** Jelly[SRB]Jam captured the flag 
[19:24:14] [Jelly[SRB]Jam]: 3 
[19:24:15] [[SRB]hordy]: bt 
[19:24:17] [[SRB]hordy]: rt 
[19:24:17] [[SRB]pav]: e2 (7:54) 
[19:24:17] you roasted [BRXT]PJ (7:54 Hordy kills PJ with RF) 
[19:24:17] [BRXT]PJ lost the Red Flag 

NT Serbia-Germany 2020-03-30 
full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HuUGKycbwk8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HuUGKycbwk8


DOS 
(9:00youtube) jj2 game time 8:10-7:39: 
Pav reports “e2” in teamchat, after Kev captured. Kev was hit being OFF-SCREEN to 
all 3 serbian players, before. 
Here’s the complete serbian team chatlog from 8:08-7:40: (full chatlog can be provided) 

[20:44:34] *** [SRB]pav roasted [GER]KeV (seen 8:08. This is the last time kev dies.) 
[20:44:34] *** [GER]Plumbe roasted [SRB]laz 
[20:44:36] *** [SRB]pav roasted [GER]Anubis 
[20:44:36] [SRB]pav is on a KILLING SPREE! 
[20:44:41] [[SRB]pav]: S 
[20:44:42] *** [SRB]laz roasted [GER]Plumbe (8:00 - Lazar is seen in top left area, killing 
plumbe) 
[20:44:42] [GER]Plumbe lost the Red Flag 
[20:44:42] [SRB]pav made the score 
[20:44:43] *** Red Team scored a point 
[20:44:45] *** [SRB]hordy captured the flag (7:58 - Hordy comes from rf area and captures) 
[20:44:45] [[SRB]hordy]: 3 
[20:44:46] *** [GER]KeV captured the flag (7:57 - Kev appears BLINKING from bottom left 
and captures) 
Kev continues blinking till 7:56 - so he got hit about 8:00/7:59 above/right of toasterPU. Both 
hunters were far away from this place at that time, proving that ONLY pavlus could have hit 
Kev, with his seek. 
Kev never appears on Pav’s screen during this time, proving that the hit is OFF-SCREEN to 
Pavlus. even after scoring (losing flag and therefore making us unable to see his whole 
screen) he does not go left where he could possibly see Kev blinking. instead he jumps up to 
the right, making it impossible to see Kev, who rushes to red base 1 second later.  
pav stops defending and goes to bnc before he saw an enemy coming to base. this indicates 
that he knew he hit Kev, even more. 
[20:44:46] [[SRB]pav]: bt 
[20:44:47] [[SRB]pav]: e2 (7:55) (2 is correct.) 
[20:44:51] [[SRB]hordy]: 2 
[20:44:52] [[SRB]pav]: S 
[20:44:55] [[SRB]hordy]: 1 
[20:45:02] [SRB]pav: rly (seen 7:40) 


